
MODULE 2

Biofilm Neutralizer
Hey everybody, Dr. Darin Ingels here again, and I want to talk today about the second

formula of the four that I developed with Allergy Research Group. One of the big

problems we run into in treating Lyme disease and CO infections is the presence of this

stuff called biofilm. And you've probably heard about this biofilm is basically this slimy

sticky substance that a lot of bacteria in your body make. And in many cases, it's

actually necessary for these bacteria to survive. So it's not uncommon that biofilm is

made. And again, a lot of bacteria your body make it, however, lyme happens to be

exceptionally good at making biofilm. The problem is, when there's biofilms present, it's

really hard for your immune system. And certainly any kind of antimicrobial therapy

you're using to actually get at the organism targeted and eradicated. We know from the

research that of biofilms present, sit down for this, you're not going to believe this, it

takes up to 250 times the amount of antibiotic to treat the organism when biofilms

present than when it's not present. So it's really important as part of our overarching

treatment of Lyme disease is that we break down this biofilm to make it easier for your

immune system and the antimicrobial therapy to actually do what we want. So the

formula developed here and I will try and hold it up for you here. It's called biofilm

neutralizer and biofilm neutralizer is a combination of enzymes and other ingredients

that are going to help dissolve the file film and break it down. So it's got pepsin excuse

me, it's got trypsin it's got Sarah peptidase. These two enzymes again are very effective

at dissolving and breaking down biofilm. It's got EDTA that EDTA has also been shown

to help break down biofilm and it also has alpha lipoic acid. So alpha lipoic acid is good

at breaking down biofilm. Alpha Lipoic Acid also happens to be very helpful for

neuropathy. So if you're someone who's been dealing with neuropathy, you get the

benefits of that nutrient. So again, this formula is going to be really helpful at dissolving

the biofilm. Break it down, make it easier for your Lyme treatment to work. So again, I'm

excited for you guys to try this formula. And again, I'd love to hear your feedback on

how it's working for you.


